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ABSTRACT

A dual frequency microwave radiometer is described that is used for integrated
measurements of liquid water and water vapour. It operates on frequencies of 31.65
and20.6 GHz and uses the basic design developed at NOAA Environmental Research
Laboratories Environmental Technology Laboratory. Radiative transfer theory is
presented and developed into the method for reffieving liquid water and vapour depths.
Brightness temperature measurement and calibration are described. An example is
given of the instrument in use in a cloud seeding project. Technical details of the
radiometer are brieflv covered.

1. Introduction

Precipitation enhancement or cloud seeding research has returned in recent years to basic
atmospheric science. Of particular interest has been the amount and spatial and temporal
distributions of supercooled liquid water. This liquid water is largely the source of the extra
precipitation that cloud seeding attempts to produce. Improved knowledge of the supercooled
liquid water will aid decisions on where and when to seed for the optimum effect.

Until recently, supercooled liquid water was assumed to exist in clouds with temperatures in the
range 0"C to -15"C. An indicator of supercooled liquid water is the growth of ice from water
accreting on the air frame of a seeding aircraft. A better indicator is the actual measurement of
supercooled liquid water within cloud made automatically over the entire seeding time period.
Such measurements have been made using a hot wire mounted on a seeding aircraft as in the
Tasmania II precipitation enhancement project and elsewhere (King et a1.1978, 1981, 1985;
Bradley and King, 1979; King and Handsworth, 1979; Shaw et al. 1984; Biter et al. 1987).

Alternative supercooled liquid water measurements are now being made with a robust ground
based microwave radiometer directed at the clouds that might be seeded. The major group
involved in this development, in the 1970s and early 1980s, was the NOAA Environmental
Research Laboratories Wave Propagation Laboratory, now Environmental Technology Laboratory
(ETL), in Boulder, Colorado, USA. This group has published extensively on the radiometer
technology, e.g. Decker et al. 1978; Guiraud et al. 1979; Hogg et al. 1983; Westwater, 1978;
Westwater and Guiraud. 1980 and Westwater et al. 1988 and 1990).

In July-August 1988, the CSIRO Division of Atmospheric Research (DAR) conducted the
Australian Winter Storms Experiment (AWSE) in the vicinity of Baw Baw Plateau 120 km east of
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Melbourne. An objective of AWSE was to develop a held experimental understanding of how
supercooled liquid water forms over and near the Plateau when a synoptic-scale winter storm is
approaching the Great Dividing Range (usually from the southwest). A microwave radiometer
was successfully used in the 1988 study. It was similar to the ETL model and was owned and
operated by the Desert Research Institute of Reno, Nevada, USA.

On the basis of the 1988 AWSE experiment a decision was made by DAR to construct its own
radiometer, with Melbourne and Meffopolitan Board of Works (MMBW) financial support. (The
MMBW is now known as Yarra Valley Water. The intention was that the radiometer would be
operated manually, and by remote control if necessary, to detect and measure supercooled liquid
water in the winter storm clouds over the Plateau. The information gained would be passed onto
the MW cloud seeding group for use in deciding where and when to seed.

2. Microwave Radiometric Liquid Water Measurement

At microwave wavelengths both liquid water and water vapour absorb and emit energy. The

microwave radiometer is a passive instrument that detects natural radiation emitted by cloud drops
and water vapour. The emissions are detected by a microwave receiver. The received signals are
processed to retrieve columnar integrated amounts of liquid water and water vapour. The dual
channel radiometer is steerable to determine liquid water and water vapour in different parts of a
cloud.

Hill (1991) and Snider and Hogg (1981) used single channel radiometers, which did not retrieve
water vapour. A dual channel radiometric method of measurement was therefore chosen using the
same basic design as Hogg et al. (1983) which retrieved both liquid water and water vapour. It
uses channel frequencies of 31 .5 GHz and 20.6 GHz. The 31.65 GHz channel is more sensitive to
liquid water and the 20.6 GHz channel is more sensitive to water vapour. Both channels are
needed for the simultaneous measurement of liquid water and water vapour in clouds. 20.6 GHz is
close to the absorption line of water vapour at 22.2 GHz. The measurement would normally be
expected to be made at the absorption line frequency, however absorption at this frequency varies
with both the temperature and pressure of the volume of air within the antenna beam. Westwater
(1978) has shown that the effect of these atmospheric variables is a minimum at2o.6 GHz.

3. The Measurement Concept

The measurement concept is shown in Figure 1. Microwave emission from liquid water and water
vapour in clear air and clouds is reflected from a disk to a paraboloid, focussed into a feed horn and
fed into a receiver. The receiver splits the signal into the two frequencies of 31.65 and 20.6 GHz.
The signals are then amplified, detected, digitized and processed in a computer. Reference
temperature loads are switched into the input waveguides of each channel. Each channel input
cycles between constant temperature loads of 45'C and 145'C and the input from the feedhorn, and
is therefore automatically calibrated. A more detailed description is found in Hogg et al. (1983).
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Fisure 1, The microwave radiometric measurement conceDt.

The computer controls the antenna, computes calibration coefficients and retrieves vapour and
liquid water depths. Depth can be defined as the conversion of measured integrated liquid and
vapour into uniform layers in the atmosphere ofequivalent depths.

4. Atmospheric Radiative Transfer

The equation of radiative transfer from the zenith direction has the form (Wei et al. 1989),

r (1=s)- t " t (o ,* )*TuQ)yk)r@,2)d.z  (1)
'o

where IQ-o) is the monochromatic radiance viewed from the ground surface (7=o), I" is the
extraterrestrial radiance, t(o,-) is the transmittance from infinite distance to the surface, B(z) is the
Planck spectral radiance from within the atmosphere, andyk) is the volume absorption coefficient.
The trangmittance t(o,z) is related to the total optical thickness r(o,z) by:

t(o,z) = exP.[-t(o,z)) (2)
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The total optical thickness in turn is rolated to the total volume absorption coefficient y of all species
by:

z

r1o,z)=tt (idt (3)

The quantities in (1) are spectral, having values that depend on the wavelength (1,) of radiation.
The formulation above of the radiative transfer equation is valid for clear or cloudy skies but not for
skies with heavy rain or melting snow in which scattering would not be negligible.

The Planck function in (1) can be approximated by the Rayleigh-Jeans radiation law when hc/kluT
is small. The approximation for the spectral radiance B(z), from Goody (1964), is the following:

2nckT(z) 2nczh

X 
= b\z)=--

(Rayleigh-Jeans
approximation)

L=-y(7)t(o,z)
dz

(4)
lexplhc lkl,rk)l-\

(Planck function)

where h is Planck's constant, T(z) is the atmospheric temperature prohle, k is Boltzmann's constant
and c is the microwave frequency.

The left-hand expression above is substituted for the blackbody radiance B(e) in the right-hand side
of equation (1). Additionally, it is assumed that the other radiances in equation (1) are equivalent to
emissions from blackbodies of designated brightness temperatures. The result of the substitutions
is:

where Ts is the downwelling blackbody brightness temperature at the surface measured with the
radiometer, Ts" e 2.7 5K) is the brightness temperature of the extraterrestrial radiance.

Differentiating(2) and (3) with respect to z and eliminatingdr,ldz between them yields:

(s)

Substituting (6) into (5) yields

(6)

(7)

I-et T^, the mean radiating temperature of the atmosphere at the experimental site, be introduced
into equation (7) such that:

Tr(z = o)=To" t1o,*1+i,rPr(*)*

T, (z = o) = T n" t(o, *) + T*i.* O, (8)
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Therefore

Tu =Tu" t(o,*)+T^ [1-t(o,*))

t(o,*)=(T^ -Tu) / (T^ -Tr") (10)

thus

x(o,*)=- 1r l (T^ -TB) /  (T^ -Tn") l ( 1 1 )

5. Variable Retrieval

The optical depths in (l 1) are used to obtain the water vapour and liquid water depth at each of the
two microwave operating frequencies.

The optical depth due to water vapour is:

(r2)

where py is the water vapour density, kv is the mass absorption coefficient of water vapour, Ky is
the water vapour density-weighted vertical mean mass absorption coefficient and V is the vertical
integrated total columnar vapour or precipitable water. Similarly:

(e)
and

L
X r = ) P r k v c l z = K v V

t  
"=!Mkrdz=K"L

where tl is the optical thickness of liquid water, M is the mass of liquid water per unit volume of
air, k1 is the mass absorption coefficient of liquid water, Ky is the weighted vertical mean mass
absorption coefficient and Z is the vertical integrated total columnar liquid water depth.

Oxygen is also radiative. Its optical thickness is calculated from

(r4)

where me is the mixing ratio of oxygen, p is the air density and k0 the mass absorption coefficient of
oxygen.
Total optical thickness t is calculated from

(  13)

f
t o = J m o p k o d Z

T - T y * T 1 * T 6 (1s)
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Equations (12), (13), (14) and (15) can be used to determine the precipitable water vapour depth V
and liquid water depth L.

The relevant equations to be solved for V and L are:

K v r V + K l r L + T o t = T t
KvzV+KrzL+troz=xz

where 1 and2refer to frequencies 20.6GHz and 31'65 Ghz respectively.

They yield:

"_Krr( r ,  

- t  o) -  KrrG,  - r ,  or)
K,,K,,_ K,,K,,

,=W
which, following Wei et a1., readily simplify to:

L = A o + A t I r # A z x z
V = B o * B t t r t # B z I z

where:

(16a)
(16b)

(r7a)

(r7b)

(18a)
(18b)

and:

A6 = (-Ky2xot * Kvt loz)/D

At = Kvz/D
Az= -Kv/D

86 = (-Ky loz + Kuxot)/D
Bt = -Ku/D

Bz = Ku/D

D = Kvz Ks -Ky1 K72.

Solution of (18a) and (lSb) requires knowing both the atrnospheric climatological parameters A;,

Bt, and the parameters and variables composing ti. The subscript i = 1,2 denotes one of the two

radiometer operating frequencies, 20.6 GHz and 31.65 GHz. Ai and B; depend on the parameter

Kvi, Kti and T61. Climatological averages of each of these parameters are calculated using

radiosonde measurements collected in the space-time vicinity of the radiometer measurements.

The optical depths t; are evaluated from (11). The variables Tsi are brightness t€mperatures

determined from radiometer measurements in the two frequency channels. Later Sections of this

paper discuss the measurement and calibration of Tsi. The variable Za, is the temperature
(= 2.75 K) of the cosmic extraterrestrial blackbody radiance at the Earth's surface. I.i is the mean
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radiating temperature of the atmosphere. Using equations 5 and 9, Z6 is defined as:

T^, =Tre1(z)t(o,z)dz / (t- t(o,*1y
-o

(1e)

r R = (c F ") (xL "rl ( Yy=- y- ! f ')( y-yt - y ll l, rr, - rn).] + ( xr, ) ( r R - rw ) + rw (2o)"  l \vAH -vAR" .) \VDH" -VDR" ) |

From radiosonde data on the temperature profile Tk) and information from the volume absorption
coefficient profile yik) the integrals and, hence, T6i czrr be calculated.

Once all of the parameters Ai, Bi and measurables T; are in hand the next step is to use (17a) and
(17b) to calculate the integrated depths of liquid water L and water vapour V.

6. BrightnessTemperatureMeasurement

The brightness temperatures 231 and 232 used in determining lt and'cz are calculated from (20)
using temperatures and voltages measured inside the radiometer. An extended treatment of the
calculations appears in Decker and Schroeder ( 1 99 1 ). In this equation

fB represents brightness temperature, I the radiometer microwave frequency used (i = 1,2), CFo is
a calibration constant, XL,, is a loss factor, VDM is the continuously monitored data channel voltage,
VDR,, and VDH,, are reference offset voltages measured in the data channel, VAH, and VAR, arc
reference offset voltages measured in the Automatic Gain Control (AGC) channel. The reference
offset voltages are measured on an hourly basis. VAH is a continuously monitored voltage in the
AGC channel . TH and TR are the hot load and reference load temperatures. ZW is the input
waveguide temperature.

The AGC channel is used to monitor changes in gain and offset that occur during operation, and is
used as an automatic gain control for the measurement channel.

7. BrightnessTemperatureCalibration

The temperatures ZBr must be calibrated before they are used to obtain vapour and liquid. Decker
and Schroeder (1991) describe two methods of calibration, the radiosonde calibration method and
the tipping curve calibration method.

Radiosonde calibration method

Radiometer brightness temperatures and brightness temperatures from radiosonde pressure,
temperature and humidity data are compared over a period of time such as a month. Brightness
temperatures calculated from radiosonde profiles are taken as the true values that the radiometer
should reproduce. Only clear conditions are used. The radiosonde data of temperature, pressure
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and humidity are used to evaluate the radiative ffansfer equation, equation (21), which was dedved
from equations (2), (3) and (5).

r,n = r,,*n[-i, rrrrr] * 
i 
rr.rr r.l *nl-i, rrtorfo, (2r)

Irn is the new true brightness temperature. The volume absorption coeffrcient y at height y in (21)
is calculated from the atmospheric absorption model of Liebe and Layton(1987) with interference
coefficients from Rosenkranz (1988).

When initial radiomeffic measurements are made, calibration factors CF, and XL,, have assumed
values. The measured brightness temperature, Z3o, is calculated from equation (20) using these
assumed values. Once the true brightness temperature , Tsn, is known from (21), it is then required
to find the calibration factors CF, andXLn that will minimise the difference between Tnn andTa,,.

Equation 20 is first written using the values 26,, CFo and XLo. It is then rewritten using values 26,,

CF,andXL,, as in (22) below.

l(vou -vDRn\( ven.- v,/ ̂ \ I
T^ =GF-\(xL-)l  l  -  '^o 

lgn-rnl l+6L)QR-TW)+Tw (22)
bn "  

l \vAH 
-vARo 

) \vDHo 
-vDRo 

)  )

Each equation can then be transposed to leave the term

l( vou -vDR"\( ven" -vAR^\.^-. -^..|
| | _ I ____________-___ l(TH _TN|

L( 
yAH- VAR" )\VDH" 

-VDR" 
) I

on the right hand side. As this term is common to both equations, the left hand side terms may be
equated as below

TB" - XL"(TR - TW) - TW _TB. 
- XL,(TR - TW) - TW

(cF")(xL") (cF,)(xL,)
(23)

I ru" - nL,(TR-Tw)-Twf
|W )G 

F ")(XL ^) + (T R _ Tw )XL " + (Tw _ T,n) = o

The square bracketed term in (24) can be evaluated from the radiometer. The terms CF,,, and XLo
are original radiometer calibration factors. The unknown calibration factors CF" and XL, can be
obtained from the above equation by treating it as an expression to be minimised in the least
squares sense.
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The expression is:

f {o ,  r *u,w+c,)2

= square bracketed term in (24)
= TR-TW
= TW-Tan
= (cF")(xL,)
= X l n .

(2s)

with

The number m of radiosonde data sets, and of matching radiometer data sets, may have to be large

in order for meaningful solutions for x and w to be obtained.

Tipping curve calibration method

The tipping curve calibration method requires making radiometer brightness temperature
measurements at several different elevation angles of the radiometer under clear atmospheric
conditions. Each elevation angle represents a different air mass. When the measurement is made
toward the zenith, the air mass is considered equal to one. The air mass is approximately equal to
the cosecant of the elevation angle. Total absorption is linear with air mass. The relationship
between total absorption and brightness temperature is shown in equation (l 1).

A plot of total absorption against air mass must pass through the origin, as absorption at zero ur
mass must be zero. ff the plot does not pass through the origin then brightness temperatures are
not true, and the absorption is not true. The entire plot of absorption against air mass is then offset
so as to pass through the origin. This then gives true absorption'[n. True brightness temperature
Tsa e?n then be calculated from (1 1) transposed to solve for TBn.

Using true brightness temperatures, new calibration coefficients can be calculated. IfXL in (23) is
chosen from engineering considerations and is assumed not to vary then XL" = XLo = XL.
Substituting these into (23) and solving for CF", the equation becomes:

CF, (26)
-xL(rR-TW)-rW ) "

where CF, is the new calibration coefficient.

The tipping curve calibration method is used more frequently because of its relative simplicity.

8. Liquid Water Radiometer Description

A schematic diagram of the instrument is shown in figure 2. It is built to fit on the back of a four-
tonne truck, but is removable to enable transport by air or sea.

Ai

bi
Ci

w

-XL(TR-rW)-TW(ru^
l.r,,

CFn =
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Figure 2. A schematic diagram of the Liquid Water Radiometer.

The incoming cloud and sky radiation is reflected from the spinning disk to the offset paraboloid
onto the feedhorn of the dual channel microwave radiometer receiver, as shown in figure 1. The
radiometer receiver was built by Hughes Aircraft Company to the specifications of the ETL. It is of
the Dicke switching type as described in Guiraud et al. (1919). A detailed functional schematic
diagram is shown in Hogg et al. (1983). Essentially there are two radiometer receivers in the
package, one operating at 31,.65 GHz and the other at 20.6 GHz. Both receive radiation through a
single feedhorn. The feedhorn is a corrugated, multi-mode design similar to that described in Hogg
et al. (1979). The antenna system acceptance angle for the received radiation is 2.5".

The radiometer receiver is seated in a motor driven antenna structure mounted on a one metre
diameter slew bearing. The slew bearing provides almost 360o of rotation in azimuth. It is driven
by a stepping motor controlled by a computer through an indexer. The offset paraboloid,
microwave window, blower, spinning disk and spinning disk drive, cover and cover drive are also
mounted on the antenna. Antenna position (azimuth) is sensed by a resolver and can be selected to
within 0.1 degrees of rotation.

Inside and outside air are separated in the signal path by an eccofoam microwave window, mounted
between sheets of mylar film. This window is housed well out of the weather so as to minimise
snow and rain wetting the surfaie. A wet surface causes errors in absorption readings. Snow and
rain also cause erors when on the surface of the reflecting disk. Spinning the disk causes snow and
water to be thrown off by centrifugal force. Centrifugal force is weak near the cenffe of the disk
and a blower is directed to the centre to blow the snow and water away from there.
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The instrument was intended to be switched on and off remotely. It was important therefore to
prevent abuild-up ofsnow and ice on the disk during offperiods. For this purpose a motor drives

a cover over the spinning disk just prior to shutdown. The spinning disk would normally be

directed toward the zenith. However it can be driven toward the horizontal so as to face either east

or west. Switches limit travel to about +80o. Elevation is sensed with an inclinometer. The

spinning disk assembly is also driven by a stepping motor computer controlled through an indexer.

Within the housing, temperature is controlled by a heater-controller for heating and an air

conditioner for cooling. The conffoller switches both the heater and air conditioner. It maintains the

internal temperature to within 0.1'C. An additional fan has been added to ensure the air in the

cavity above the slew ring is properly mixed. A liquid petroleum gas heater is used to maintain the

air above condensation temperature when the instrument is not in use. It is set to maintain air at

about 10'C.

The instrument was designed to be powered remotely by a generator. The generator is a 10 kW

Lister-Peter machine. The generator must start up as part of the remote switch-on process' For

remote switch on, a low power DC modem is used in conjunction with a low power single board

computer, that has a standby mode. When the carrier is detected by the modem the circuitry is

turned on to full power and a relay is activated that switches the generator on. Switch off is

initiated by a software command.

The computer is a semi-industrial AT with a 386 microprocessor made by Qualogy. Burr-Brown

analogue to digital, digital to analogue and interface boards are used.

The software was developed by a private contractor: Adacel Pty. Ltd. A real time multi-tasking

operating system was needed and QNX was selected. The software developed requires about 2

megabytes of memory. Data are stored on a large rolling file. That is, once the file is full,

incoming data overwrite the oldest record in the file. The data are recorded and transmitted in

records of 141 bytes length. These include time and date, flags, atmospheric variables, radiometer

variables and reference parameters, all important voltages and temperatures that will enable fault

diagnosis. Data were transmitted down the remote control data link at 2400 baud using an elror

checking protocol. Control needed to be maintained from the remote end. If there was a long

period of noise on the line, or if there was a significant loss of carrier then the software was

designed to shut down the instrument.

The software is designed into scans and schedules. Schedules time the operation of the radiometer.

Scans control it's operation. The scans may be selected to be constant position, constant elevation,

constant azimuth, sector and tipping curve. The sector passes in turn through hxed azimuth and

elevation segments. The tipping curve scan allows five angles of elevation to be selected and the

scanning is performed for each of these angles in turn.

A photograph of the instrument is shown in figure 3.
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Figure 3. A photograph of the instrument in operation on Mount Baw Baw.

9. Cloud Seedability from Radiometer & precipitation Data

The dual-frequency microwave radiometer can be used along with precipitation data to estimate
cloud seedability, or the potential increase in precipitation from cloud seeding. An example ofthis
data use is provided here for a precipitating weather system. Figure 4 shows the liquid water
recorded by the radiometer for a sixteen-hour period on 8 August 1992.
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Figure 4. Liquid water measured by the radiometer on 8 August, 1992.

Synoptic, surface weather maps have been obtained at three-hour intervals for the period 2100
Eastern Standard Time (EST) 7 August 1992to 2100 EST 8 August 1992. The maps show a cold
front, orientated north-south, passing across the Baw Baw Plateau study area east of Melbourne
where the radiometer was located. The time of frontal passage was between 1500 and 1800 on 8
August. Just prior to frontal passage, at lzCf., a surface low of about 1002 hPa had formed along
the front in northern Victoria and southern New South Wales.

Near the times of the frontal passage and surface low formation, 1 mm of precipitation was
observed to fall in 30-minute periods, respectively, in the tipping bucket precipitation gauge on
Baw Baw Plateau. After the front had passed, an enhanced precipitation rate was observed. From
2030 to 23{uj: atotal of 5.6 mm fell, at a mean rate of 2.2 mm hr-'. The maximum rate was 3.6 mm
hr'r in the 3O-minute period from 2130-2200.

Radiometer data on the vertical line integral (depth) of liquid water (mm) were collected throughout
this period. The second column in Table I shows the depths that were measured. The third
column shows the corresponding precipitation rates.

Column four shows the ratio of column two to column three. This ntio Wf r is the minimum time
To for complete consumption of supercooled liquid water. The time will be longer if ice processes
are contributing to the precipitation rate. A useful quantity for normalising Tu is the kinematic time
T6 required for the in-cloud supercooled liquid water to move across a target area over which cloud
seeding is to increase precipitation. The ratio of T"IIu = 6, the seedability, is the time needed to
consume by precipitation the supercooled liquid water over the target area divided by the
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precipitation time available over the target area. A typical value for T6 for the Melbourne Water
target area is about 0.5 hr. Thus the seedability was a minimum of 1.0-5.0 for this storm. The
potentibl:incLgase in precipitation by cloud seeding took on larger values later in the storm; The
sepdability th'en was high.

It is cleai that the main variables influencing the seedability are the supercooled liquid water depth
(measured with the radiometer) and the precipitation rate (measured by the rain gauges). Use of
real-time information from these instruments can greatly assist cloud seeders in determining when
to se6d ciouds

Table 1. Comparison of radiometer integrated liquid water depth and gauge precipitation
amount and their ratio
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Time (EST)
8 August 1992

w
Liquid water
depth (mm)

Precipitation rate
(mmhr-r)

T,= WF.
(hr)

O =

Seedability

t200-1230 1.0 2.0 0.5 1 .0

1400-1430 t.4 2.0 0.7 t .4

2000-2030 0.4 0.8 0.5 1 .0

2030-2100 0.8 r.6 0.5 1 .0

2100-2130 1 .4 . A 0.6 1.2

2130-2200 2.7 3.6 0.8 1 . 6

2200-2230 2.5 1 .6 1 .6 3.2

2230-2300 2.0 2.0 1 .0 2.0

2300-2330 2.0 0.8 2.5 "5.0
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